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1. Muffler Inserts: All 500cc and 250cc bikes must run with an approved muffler insert. As of the
date of this issue, the only tested and approved insert is the Rick Richards model with the down
turned tip. Any other manufacturer may submit an insert for testing. If any other model is
approved it must be available for purchase to all riders. Other approved inserts will appear on
future updates of these rules. Sidecars must use the approved muffler as per track regulations on
http://www.scftaracing.com 150 Mini and Pee Wees as of now do not require insert.
2. First turn bunching rule. In the event of an incident in turns 1 & 2 of lap 1 resulting in a rider
falling, the referee may stop the race and order a complete restart in the event he feels no rider
is directly at fault and a pure racing incident. (first turn bunching). He may also penalize a rider
who he feels made avoidable contact in such an incident, or let the race go if he deems the
fallen rider caused himself to fall.
3. Fallen or injured rider. In the event of a fallen or injured rider on the track, no one is allowed
onto the track from the pits with the exception of a mechanic to retrieve the bike and one parent
or assigned guardian if the fallen or injured rider is a minor (under 18). No one else is allowed
onto the track including other riders and mechanics. Track staff are allowed onto the track as
needed within their exact duties. Violation of this rule will amount to a warning for a first
offense, followed by a fine and / or suspension for subsequent violations.
4. Trophy Presentation. The trophy presentation for event shall occur in the Main grandstand
area, hosted by Chris Ackerman (Presenter / Co Promoter). The presentation will begin
approximately ten minutes after the last race.
5. Victory Lap. The winner of each divisions main event may take a chequered flag victory lap.
The winners will return to the pits after the lap. Trophies will now be presented after the
conclusion of the event as covered in 4 above.
6. Alcohol / Drugs. Alcohol is only allowed to be consumed in the grandstand area up until the
end of the final race and by spectators only. The use of any recreational drug including
marijuana is forbidden on the premises at any point of the day. Any rider or mechanic who
consumes alcohol before or during the event shall be suspended indefinately on an immediate
basis. Anyone found using or under the influence of any recreational drug including marijuana
will be banned from the premises indefinately.

